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SECTION “A” OBJECTIVE 
Instructions:

 Attempt all questions.
 All questions carry equal marks.
 Question paper must be returned back to invigilator within the scheduled time.

Q1.(a)  Fill In the Blanks               Max Marks 10

1.  A web site home page is normally named ________ .

2.  The_________ keyword is used to declare variables in JavaScript.

3.   <TITLE>….</TITLE> tag must be within ______________.
4.   The organization define the web standards is _____________ .

5.  Output of XML document can be viewed in ____________.

Q.1(b) Encircle “T” for true and “F” for false:               Max Marks 8

1.  HTML is a partial programming language. (    )

2.  ActiveX can be disabledvia browser setting.   (    )

3.  JavaScript is an object based language.    (    )

4.  JPG format is used to save picture.                                               (    )

      5.  SMTP protocol performs to send file.                           (    )

6. The main feature of inline level elements to position itself with the rest of the elements.  (    ) 

7.  192.168.0.1 is a valid IP address. (    )

      8.  < a href=”hello.html”>HELLO</a> is a valid code for hyperlink.     (     )

Q1.(c) Multiple choice questions:    Max Marks 7
1. What tag adds a paragraph break after the text? 
  a)<PARAGRAPH>             b) <P>                 c) <BR>                d) <PR>

2. What is the correct HTML for making a text area?
a) <Input type=”textarea”/>b) <Input type=”textbox”/>c) <textarea>     d)<Input type=”multiaera”/>

3.  Which browser can support the transition properties.
     a) Internet Explorer 10             b)Fire fox              c) Google Chrome      d) All of them

      
       4.  HTML Form Event _______ fires the moment that the elements loses focus..

     a) Onblur                              b) On focus           c) On change               d) On lost focus
     

      5.  Which one is a search engine?
     a) Google                                  b) Yahoo              c) Bing                       d) All of them

      6.  The domain name separated by :
     a) Semicolon            b) dot                    c) hash                       d) tide

7. HTML entity for creating a new space is.
    a)sp                                            b) nbsp                  c)br                           d) nsp
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SECTION “B” & “C”
TIME: 2.40 HOURS        MAX. MARKS:  25

Section “B” (Short Answer Questions)       Max. Marks: 15

Q2: Attempt any Six questions from the following. All questions carry equal marks.

1. Define URL Links?

2. Define Domain Name System?

3. Describe the main features of Web Browser?

4. Write down the steps of uploading & downloading of website?

5. Describe block-level & inline element of HTML?

6. Enlist the types of “LIST”?

7. Differentiate between “Client side Programming” & “Sever side programming”

8. Define image element and its attributes? 

9. Enlist the advantages of internet?

10. Describe the benefits of EDI?

Section “C”                (Descriptive Answer Questions)                                      Max. Marks: 10    

Q3:   Attempt All questions from the following. All questions carry equal marks.

1-  Why security issues are important in e-commerce and explain each technique:-

OR

            Explain the scope of  industry framework of e-commerce?

***********
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